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Leadership for change demands inspiration and perspiration.  

This workshop presents tools and tactics to lead, to inspire others, and 

to mobilize people to tackle tough problems whilst reaching high. 

 
This workshop augments the Adaptive Leadership Principles Workshop 



 

 

Adaptive leadership is a critical skillset for anyone looking to drive systemic change in an increasingly 
complex world. 

This is a world which poses challenges that cannot be addressed through expertise and existing 
procedures. These challenges are wide-spread and have no ready answers.  

Adaptive change is uncomfortable; it challenges our most deeply held beliefs and suggests that deeply 
held values are losing relevance, bringing to the surface legitimate but competing perspectives or 
loyalties. 

This means that adaptive challenges require a different form of leadership behaviour: beyond 
providing answers and mistaking leadership for technical expertise.  

Adaptive leaders break through obstacles, continuously learn, adapt and develop new capabilities to 
thrive in complex, competitive and challenging environments where there are no easy answers. 

 

 

 

The purpose of this workshop is to increase each individual’s capacity to lead with and without 
authority, across boundaries, and from any political or organizational position. 

Participants will engage in a learn-by-doing approach to explore scenarios and apply techniques to 
envision and design the future, while experiencing new ways of thinking and working in teams.  

This unique workshop is designed to help leaders (at every level of the organization) drive 
organizational change and create the learning organizations of the future. 

The need 

The purpose 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 

• The system
• The adaptive 

challenge
• Political landscape

Diagnose

• Make interpretations
• Design effective 

interventions
• Act politically
• Orchestrate conflict

Mobilize

• See yourself as a 
system

• Identify loyalties
• Know your triggers

Reflect

• Stay connected to 
purpose

• Engage 
courageously

• Inspire people

Connect

• Run experiments
• Turn up the heat
• Be vulnerable
• Thrive

Grow

The content 



 
 
Passive-Avoidant Leadership 
 
The workshop is facilitated by Karen Ferris. Karen is an experienced facilitator and trainer. Acclaimed 

internationally as an author and speaker, with industry acknowledgement of her reputation as a 

Thought Leader, she provides both strategic and practical advice and insights to her audiences. 

The workshop is interactive containing activities that consolidate learnings. 

 
]\ 
Email:  karen@karenferris.com  

 

The workshop is 1-day in duration and can be run in-house at your facilities. 

The workshop can also be broken into modules and delivered virtually in a format that suits your 

needs. 

 
 

 

Contact 

Email:   breed@karenferris.com 

Phone:   +61 (0) 406 662 278  

Web:    www.karenferris.com 

The delivery 

The duration 

The next step  


